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The statistical theory for sudden cage-exit@J. Zoval and V. A. Apkarian, J. Phys. Chem.98, 7945
~1994!# is extended to orbitally degenerate photofragments, specifically treating the case of F atoms
in solid Ar and Kr. It is shown that the experimental energy-dependent quantum yields of
photodissociation of F2 are only compatible with thep hole on the F atom being completely aligned
parallel to the cage wall during the sudden exit. Although relative quantum yields and energy
thresholds are well predicted, the calculated absolute quantum yields are a factor of;2 smaller than
the experimental values. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The many-body dynamics of open-shell fragments, w
orbital degeneracy~1.1!, cannot be described by a sing
potential-energy surface. In effect, the Born–Oppenheim
separation between electronic and nuclear degrees of
dom breaks down, and it is necessary to consider the cou
electronic nuclear motions in describing processes rele
to chemistry. The cage-exit dynamics of an F atom in r
gas solids represents the simplest possible case to con
such an effect. Given the small spin–orbit splitting in F
oms, as compared to photodissociation energies, the m
plicity of electronic surfaces can be reduced to a descrip
of the alignment of thep-hole relative to the atomic coordi
nates. In this paper, we consider the effect of orbital ali
ment on photodissociation quantum yields, and conclude
the experimental energy dependent dissociation probabil
are only consistent with full alignment. The analysis is bas
on the statistical treatment of sudden cage-exit probabilit
which was recently advanced for the treatment of photo
sociation of hydrides.1

Dissociative excitation of small molecules isolated
rare gas solids, at excess energies of several
~Eexcess5\v2D0!, leads to a wide range of behaviors—fro
complete caging to near unit dissociation quantum yie
Among examples which have been reported to show c
plete caging are CH3I ~Ref. 2!, ICl ~Ref. 3!, Cl2 ~Ref. 4!, Br2
~Ref. 5!, I2 ~Ref. 6!, ICN ~Ref. 7!, and O2 ~Ref. 8!. While
‘‘complete caging’’ is seldom quantified, upper limits of ph
todissociation quantum yields,F, have been established in
few of these cases. As an example, in the case of Cl2 isolated
in Ar, at an excess energy of 1.5 eV,F,1026.9 In contrast,
facile photodissociation accompanied by permanent sep
tion of photofragments is observed in cases where the p
toproduct is a ‘‘small’’ atom, i.e., where the photoproduc
host potential has a short interaction range. Photodissocia
of hydrides and, in particular, H2O ~Ref. 10! and H2S ~Refs.
1 and 11! to produce interstitial H atoms, photodissociati
of F2, ~Refs. 12 and 13!, photodissociation of N2O ~Refs. 8
and 14! and O3 ~Ref. 15! to produce atomic oxygen, an
OCS to produce atomic sulfur,~Ref. 16!, are among the ex
amples that belong to the second category. Among these
most facile photodissociation is observed for F2 which, in
J. Chem. Phys. 103 (12), 22 September 1995 0021-9606/95/103(Downloaded¬12¬Feb¬2004¬to¬128.200.47.19.¬Redistribution¬subject
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crystalline Ar and Kr hosts, yieldF;1 atEexcess>2.4 eV.12

Photodissociation products are generally open-shell fra
ments and, therefore, with the exception ofS states, their
dynamics will be determined by forces acting on anisotropi
charge distributions. In the examples sited, we note that
comparable excess energies, while the photodissociati
quantum yield of O2 is negligible, N2O and O3 dissociate
with near unit probability in a variety of hosts. This differ-
ence can be ascribed to the nascent electronic state of the
atom: O~3P! in the case of photodissociation of O2, and
O~1D! in the cases of O3 and N2O. The dramatic difference
between potential energy surfaces of O~1D! and O~3P! in
rare gas hosts has already been discussed.17 First, in rare gas
solids O~1D! is much smaller than O~3P!. Based on pair
potential minima, which is a consideration useful for estab
lishing the stability of final states, O~1D! is more than 1 Å
smaller than O~3P!.18 Based on repulsive walls of pair po-
tentials, which is a consideration crucial to the cage ex
dynamics, atEexcess;2 eV, on its1S surface O~1D! is;0.5 Å
smaller than O~3P! on its 3P surface.18 Moreover, consider-
ation of global surfaces shows that the minimum energ
paths between two stationary points in the lattice are qui
different for the two electronic surfaces.17 Similar consider-
ations would seem to apply for sulfur atoms. The observatio
of the S1H2 channel in the photodissociation of H2S has
been attributed to production of S~1D!.11 The photodissocia-
tion of OCS, which proceeds via S~1D! leads to permanent
production of sulfur atoms, while in the case of CS2 which
proceeds via S~3P!, the permanent dissociation is dominated
by the S2 channel~presumably C1S2!.

16 This strong depen-
dence on the particular electronic state of a given atom is n
too surprising. Nevertheless, few systems have been rigo
ously treated with respect to the coupling between electron
and nuclear degrees of freedom.

The first molecular dynamics simulations using multiple
electronic surfaces, allowing for nonadiabatic dynamics, wa
presented by Gersonde and Gabriel in their treatments
HCl and Cl2 photodissociation in rare gas solids.

19 Effects of
nonadiabaticity on thermal motions of F atoms isolated in A
and in simulations of the Ar2F radiative dissociation were
discussed more recently.20 In these treatments, although pair
potentials are used, the assumption of pairwise additivity
no longer made: the interaction Hamiltonians are limited t
494512)/4945/8/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4946 K. S. Kizer and V. A. Apkarian: Cage-exit of photofragments
the l51 basis set on the halogen atom, and expanded
diatomics-in-molecules~DIM ! sense using the known ga
phase pair potentials with the neglect of spin–orbit inter
tions. The same approach, with the inclusion of spin–o
terms, has been successful in reproducing the experime
spectra of I atoms trapped in solid Kr and Xe in the adiaba
following limit.21 This, and simulations of site specific emi
sion spectra of O~1S!→O~1D! transitions in the same
solids,17 have shown that with only minor modifications
pair parameters the energetics of open-shell atoms at s
trapping sites are adequately treated. A similar gauge of
curacy does not yet exist for treatments of dynamics wh
the requirements on assumed potentials are more string
since entire surfaces including nonstationary points, suc
saddle points and potential barriers are required. Photodi
ciation experiments can serve as a probe of such surfa
and can be used as models to develop a better understa
of the relation between many-body and pair interactions.

The photodissociation of F2 has been studied experime
tally in free standing rare gas crystals, providing data
quantum yields of dissociation as a function of exce
energy.12,13 It has also been shown that at 4.5 K, dissociat
probabilities are twice that at 12 K.13 This has been taken a
evidence of direct dissociation via cones of cage exit; at
temperatures the molecules orient along the exit cone, w
at higher temperatures due to nearly free rotation of the m
ecule, the orientational bias is lost. Beside facile dissocia
long-range mobility of F atoms has been demonstrated
quantified.12 The system has also been studied by molecu
dynamics simulations.20,22,23The first such classical simula
tion relied on a pairwise additive potential, using the low
energy RgF(X) pair potential.22 The simulations were in
goodqualitativeagreement with experiments, predicted t
temperature dependence subsequently observed in ex
ments, and reproduced the observed long-range mobilit
atoms subsequent to dissociation. Quantitative agreem
with observed quantum yields was obtained when the res
of simulations carried separately on the RgF(X) and RgF(A)
pair potentials were averaged.23 Despite thead hocnature of
this treatment, it clearly indicated that a strictly classic
single surface simulation is inadequate for describing
many-body dynamics of systems containing open shell fr
ments.

The large photodissociation quantum yields of F2, the
observed control of exit on molecule-lattice prealignme
and the approximate classical simulations of this system
indicate that the cage exit of F atoms is dominated bysudden
exitdynamics: exit over the cage potential barriers, witho
significant distortion of the lattice. A statistical model val
in this limit, and consistent with the main experimental fin
ings, was recently presented for the analysis of photodis
ciation probabilities of hydrides in rare gas solids.1 In es-
sence, the model treats photodissociation as an experime
scattering from withinthe solid. Cage-exit probabilities ar
then determined by the molecular orientation relative to
cage windows and the energy dependent window cross
tions which are properly weighted by distributions arisi
from lattice fluctuations. In the case of orbitally degener
open shell fragments, it is necessary to consider the de
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2004¬to¬128.200.47.19.¬Redistribution¬subject
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dence of potential energy surfaces on orbital alignment a
well. We construct such a model for F atoms in solid Ar an
Kr, and based on the experimental energy dependent qua
tum yields of dissociation of F2, dwell on the implied extent
of orbital alignment during the sudden dynamics of photo
dissociation at excess energies of several eV. Despite t
simplifying assumptions made in the statistical treatmen
firm conclusions can be reached about this issue.

II. THE STATISTICAL PROBABILITIES

Permanent photodissociation of a diatomic in a solid i
contingent upon separation of the photoproducts by cage-e
of at least one of the fragments. For a substitutionall
trapped parent molecule, in a crystalline fcc lattice, for dis
sociation, minimally, the ejection of a photofragment to the
nearest interstitial octahedral site is required. This is illus
trated in Fig. 1. The minimum energy path to such an inte
stitial site involves passage through one of the faces of th
octahedron, which is constructed by three mutual neare
neighbor atoms of the host lattice@Fig. 1~b!#. This is also the
plane that contains the potential barrier along the minimum
energy path, and constitutes the cage wall through which t
atom must exit. The potential-energy surfaces in this plan
are determined by the instantaneous positions of the latti
points, and the interaction potential between the projectile,
in the present, and the rare gas host atoms. Explicit accou
of the dependence of this interaction on the electronic coo
dinate, r , of the F atom is necessary. The potential energ
contours for perpendicular and parallel alignment of the o
bital as it approaches this plane are illustrated in Figs. 1~c!
and 1~d!.

Limiting ourselves to the three rare gas atoms that con
stitute a cage wall, with coordinatesRi relative to the F atom
position, and ignoring spin–orbit terms, the electrostatic in
teraction

H int5VF–Rg~r ;R1 ,R2 ,R3! ~1!

can be most generally evaluated by expanding it in Legend
polynomials. In the limitedpi ( i5x,y,z) basis set on the F
atom, only two terms contribute to this expansion:

H int5(
i51

3

@V0~Ri !1V2~Ri !P2~RW i•rW !# ~2!

in which V0 and V2 refer to the isotropic and anisotropic
components of the F–Rg pair potentials.21 The interaction
potentials can then be obtained as expectation values ov
the electronic distribution, by diagonalizing the 333 Hamil-
tonian with elements

Vi j5^pj uH intupi&. ~3!

In the D3h symmetry of attack, two eigenvalues arise: on
for perpendicular alignment of thep-hole relative to the
plane of the wall, and one for parallel alignment. We refer t
these surfaces asV' andVi . At lower symmetries thanD3h,
eigenvalues of the parallel alignment will further split; we
will retain the lower of these values throughout our discus
sion. The equipotentials for these two alignments, for an
atom at the wall in solid Kr, are also illustrated in Figs. 1~c!
o. 12, 22 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4947K. S. Kizer and V. A. Apkarian: Cage-exit of photofragments
and 1~d!. The required pair potential inputs,V0 andV2, are
taken from Aquilantiet al. and are based on gas phase sc
tering data.24 The evaluation in Fig. 1 is for the equilibrium
geometry of the lattice.

The differences betweenV' and Vi surfaces deserve
some consideration. The minima of these surfaces consti
the potential barriers,Vb , along the minimum energy path to
be traversed by the exiting atom. For the equilibrium geo
etry of the lattice, the barrier heights areVb,'51.6 eV and
Vb,i50.6 eV in Ar, andVb,'52.4 eV andVb,i50.7 eV in Kr.
This difference in barrier heights is due to the anisotropy
repulsive walls of potentials which are amplified by th
cramped threefold coordination. The potential-energy surf
topologies are quite different for the two alignments. In t
case of perpendicular approach, where the electron densi
maximized in the plane of the wall, the potential-energy b
rier occurs in the middle of the triangle. Here, in terms of t
nearest-neighbor distance,d ~side of triangle!, the barrier
height is given as

Vb,'53VP~d)/6!. ~4!

In the case of parallel alignment, the minimum occurs at
insertion site between a pair of nearest neighbors. In
insertion site, the barrier height is given as

FIG. 1. ~a! Reaction coordinate: The rare gas unit cell is shown with a
dissociation, which passes through a potential barrier occurring in the pla
~b! The potential barrier along the reaction coordinate is subject to a dist
zero-point fluctuations. The potential-energy surfaces on the dividing pla
~d! perpendicular alignment of thep hole with the plane. The data are for
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2004¬to¬128.200.47.19.¬Redistribution¬subject
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Vb,i52VS~d/2!1VP~d)/4!. ~5!

Thus the cage-exit barrier heights can be directly estimat
from the known pair potentials, using Eqs.~4! and ~5!. We
note that these evaluations are approximate, since they
not include summations over all lattice points. However, th
approximation is not too serious, since we are concern
with differences in potentials between trapping sites and ba
rier heights, and the infinite summation is present in bot
The relevant surfaces are dominated by differences in t
short range part of interactions.

Under the assumption of a random initial orientation o
the molecule relative to the cage wall, for a fixed geomet
of the wall, and for a particular alignment of thep hole, the
probability of sudden exit of an atom with energyE is
equated to the transmission coefficient:k(E,Vb)5window
area/wall area. The area of the window is defined by th
equipotential atE, while the area of the wall is that of the
triangular face of the octahedron. These quantities are clea
dependent on the wall configurations, or equivalently on th
distribution of positions that arise from thermal and zero
point fluctuations of the lattice. Taking this distribution into

ubstitutionally trapped F2 molecule. The arrow shows the minimum energy path o
e of the octahedron constructed by the three mutual nearest-neighbor rare
ibution due to the distribution in the positions of host atoms effected by the
e are shown as equipotentials for~c! parallel alignment of thep hole with the plane;
–Kr, for the equilibrium structure of the lattice.
o. 12, 22 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4948 K. S. Kizer and V. A. Apkarian: Cage-exit of photofragments
f~E!5E
Vb50

Vb5E

k~E,Vb!P~Vb ;$Ri%!dVb ~6!

which is the main result of the statistical model for sudd
cage exit.1 Here, we explicitly indicate the fact thatVb is a
function of the positions of the wall atoms and, hence, t
distribution in barrier heights is strictly due to the distribu
tion in lattice positions. The latter is taken into account
considering the symmetric vibrations of the wall, as the R3
harmonic quantum oscillator in equilibrium with its therma
bath. In the limited amplitude range of such vibrations,Vb

can be expressed as an exponential function of the vib
tional coordinate, and hence distributions in position can
analytically inverted to a distribution in barrier heights. Th
calculated and exponential fits toVb,' andVb,i are shown in
the insets in Fig. 2, as a function of the internal coordinate
the F–Rg3 complex,q, which is defined as the distance from
the center to apex of the triangle. The resulting barrier hei
distributions can be expressed analytically as

P~Vb ,T!5
r~q,T!

dVb /dq
, ~7a!

P~Vb ,T!5
1

~p!jbVb
expH 2F 1b lnS V

3AD
1q0G2 Yj2J , ~7b!

and are shown in Fig. 2, and the parameters are collecte
Table I.r(q,t) is the Gaussian distribution of positions,j is
the width of the distribution of positions,q0 is the equilib-
rium distance of rare gas atoms as measured from the ce
of the triangle of the rare gas atom,1 andA and b are the
preexponential and exponential values from the fit ofVb,'
and Vb,i ~see insets to Fig. 2!. The distributions, although
evaluated at 15 K, are quite broad due to the highly repuls
nature of interactions in the plane of the wall~shaded area in
insets to Fig. 2!. The distributions for different alignments
are energetically distinct, and should therefore, be dist
guishable experimentally.

The transmission coefficient,k in Eq. ~6!, can also be
expressed analytically. In Fig. 3 we showk for the full range
of amplitudes of the vibrational fluctuations of Rg3, for both
perpendicular and parallel alignments. When plotted vs a
duced energy abscissa,E*5(E2Vb)/Vb , it can be seen that,
to a good approximation, the transmission coefficients can
expressed as a single analytical function, independent of
vibrational amplitude of the Rg3. A different function is re-
quired for each alignment. The following forms were us
for fitting the transmission coefficients:

k~E,Vb,i!5a1be2E* /c1de2E* / f , ~8a!

k~E,Vb,'!5a1be2E* /c, ~8b!

the parameters for these fits are also collected in Tabl
These fits are made forE*50–5, which corresponds to tota
excess energies up to 4 eV, for the parallel case, and 15
for the perpendicular case and, therefore, valid for any pr
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2004¬to¬128.200.47.19.¬Redistribution¬subject
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tical photodissociation experiment. Note,k reaches a value
of ;0.3, therefore, in a single trial, exit probabilities canno
exceed this value.

Given analytical expressions fork(E,Vb) and P(Vb),
the cage exit probabilities can be evaluated for each alig
ment, the results are shown in Fig. 4. Expressions for mu
tiple trial exit probabilities, which are quite significant for
the case of H atoms, have been given and discussed. F
binary collisions with stationary host atoms, the fractiona
energy loss per collision averaged over scattering angles
given asDE/E52mM/(m1M )2. For F atoms in Ar and Kr,
this predicts 44% and 30% energy loss per collision, respe
tively. Thus, the atom can only have several attempts at cag
exit before its energy drops below the threshold of the barrie
height distribution. The validity of this kinematics could be
more rigorously tested by molecular dynamics simulation
the existing simulations show that indeed cage exit is limite
to the first few collisions with the lattice.22,23Defining g51
2DE/E, the multiple trial exit probabilities can be computed
rather directly as1

F~E!5(
j51

n

@F j~E!#, ~9a!

F j~E!5S 12 (
i

n21

F i~E!DF~gn21,E!2 1
8 F~gn,E!,

~9b!

wheren is the number of trials,n<3. The predicted quantum
yields of cage-exit of Eq.~9!, are also shown in Fig. 4. These
probabilities show a steeper energy dependence near thre
old, and reach a saturation limit;50% larger than the single
trial probabilities. Note that the efficient energy loss in this
system also implies that the relative molecule-window orien
tations will have a significant effect. If initially the F atom is
locked into an orientation that results in a direct hit with one
of the cage atoms, such that the initial trial is doomed to fai
then cage-exit probabilities will be reduced by;50%. If
tightly oriented toward a window, then a transmission coe
ficient larger than statistical will be in effect. The experimen
tal temperature dependent studies of F2 dissociation have al-
ready shown this strong orientational effect.13 At T.12 K,
the molecule is presumed to be a nearly free rotor, and the
fore no orientational bias on dynamics is to be expected.

Quite clearly, the sudden exit model will be limited in its
applications to small atoms, or systems with largek at low
excess energy. In fact, consideration of the energetics mak
it obvious that already in the case of Cl/Xe the model wil
break down. To see this we proceed in the same fashion
earlier to generateP(Vb) for Cl cage-exit as would be ex-
pected in the case of Cl2 or ICl dissociation. To this end, we
rely on the anisotropic pair potentials of Acquilantiet al.25

Figure 5 showsP(Vb) to have a threshold near 6.5 eV and
in fact, for the perpendicular approachVb is of order 20 eV.
At these excess energies, a projectile may ‘‘push’’ the cag
atoms, opening its own window. This system has been stu
ied both experimentally, and by molecular dynamic
simulations.26,27Although the simulations are carried out on
a single surface, the experimentally observed energe
threshold, which is also in agreement with the oriented a
o. 12, 22 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



4949K. S. Kizer and V. A. Apkarian: Cage-exit of photofragments
FIG. 2. Barrier height distributions for parallel and perpendicular alignment of thep hole. ~a! F in Ar; ~b! F in Kr. For each case in the inset the calculated
potentials forV' andVi are shown@Eqs. ~4! and ~5! in text# plotted vsq ~center to apex of the triangle!. The shaded regions correspond to the thermally
accessible, relevant amplitudes ofq which is used in the calculation of distributions.
n
a

F
re
tack, of;6.5 eV is reproduced. The trajectories at these a
higher energies show significant dislodging of the host
oms, implying exit over potential barriers that are ‘‘carve
out’’ by the exiting atom.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2004¬to¬128.200.47.19.¬Redistribution¬subject
d
t-
d

III. DISCUSSION

The statistical treatment presented is for cage-exit of
atoms, as a function of energy. The relevant experiments a
o. 12, 22 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4950 K. S. Kizer and V. A. Apkarian: Cage-exit of photofragments
conducted on F2 isolated in free standing crystals of Ar an
Kr, as a function of excitation energy. We proceed with t
assumption that the initial excess energy is equally divid
between the two F atoms, and ignore possibilities of ene
exchange between the two photofragments. Accordingly,
divide the experimental excess energy by two in mak

TABLE I. Curve fit parameters.

Ar Kr

Vb , parallel
a A ~eV! 5486.8 32616

b ~Å21! 4.1552 4.6196
Vb , perpendicular

a A ~eV! 5663.2 14634
b ~Å21! 3.7621 3.7362

r(q,T)b q0 ~Å! 2.174 2.327
position distribution z ~Å! 0.0806 0.0651
K (E,Vb), parallel

c a 0.2485 0.5684
b 20.2497 20.5596
c 3.2631 3.6896

K (E,Vb), perpendicular
c a 0.4149 0.6414

b 0.2304 0.3890
c 9.3387 6.8619
d 20.1914 20.2507
f 0.5440 0.2798

aParameters of exponential fits ofVb used in Eq.~7a! of text.
bParameters of distribution of position, used in Eq.~7b! of text, taken from
Ref. 1.
cParameters of curve fit to transmission probability in Eqs.~8a! and~8b! of
text.

FIG. 3. Transmission probability,k(E,Vb), as a function of reduced energ
E*5(E2Vb)/Vb , for parallel and perpendicular alignment of thep hole.
~a! F in Ar where the nearest-neighbor distances of the Ar atoms are sq
53.9 Å; circle53.8 Å; diamond53.6 Å. ~b! F in Kr where the nearest-
neighbor distances of the Kr atoms are square54.1 Å; circle54.0 Å;
diamond53.9 Å. For each case the analytical fit tok @Eqs. 8~a! and 8~b! in
text# are also shown.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬12¬Feb¬2004¬to¬128.200.47.19.¬Redistribution¬subject
e
ed
gy
we
g

comparisons with the present predictions. The experimen
data22,23 are shown in Fig. 6, together with the theoretica
predictions. Two linear ordinates are used in this presen
tion, the right ordinate is the experimental quantum yie
while the left ordinate is for the theory. They are scaled b
approximately matching the plateaus. It can be seen in Fig
that, with the exception of the absolute values of quantu
yields, the data are reasonably well reproduced by the th
retical predictions under the assumption that the atoms
fully aligned parallel to the cage wall during exit. Both th
observed dissociation thresholds, and the energy depende
of quantum yields are well reproduced. It is noteworthy th
in the case of Kr, the experimental quantum yields reach u
probability prior to opening of the perpendicular alignmen
channel. This strongly suggests that independent of init
orientation of the hole, the torque exerted by the anisotro
F–Rg potential is sufficient to realign the hole by the time
reaches the cage wall. If there were any contributions fro
perpendicular alignment, then we would not observe u
quantum yields at these energies. Since the molecule-c
orientations are randomized by the nearly free rotations
F2, photodissociation will then create the F atom on either
the perpendicular or parallel adiabatic surfaces initial
Complete alignment therefore implies that nonadiaba
switching of surfaces occurs prior to reaching the cage-e
barrier.

are

FIG. 4. Quantum yields of F atom exit, in Kr~solid lines! and Ar ~dashed
lines! at 15 K vs excess energy. The single trial probabilities,F1, and the
multiple trial probabilities,F, are shown for each alignment case.

FIG. 5. The normalized barrier height distributions versus excess energy
Cl atoms in Sid Xe~at 15 K! for parallel and perpendicular alignment.
o. 12, 22 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4951K. S. Kizer and V. A. Apkarian: Cage-exit of photofragments
There are several possible origins of the discrepancy
tween predicted and observed absolute quantum yields.
most obvious is that the description of potentials, bas
strictly on pair interactions and limited to the covalent bas
set, is a poor approximation in the cage barrier region.
expect that in these tight geometries a significant admixt
from Rg1F2 charge transfer configurations will contribute t
the interactions. This would lead to reduction of interacti
potentials, and to enhancement of transmission coefficie
k, leading to exit probabilities larger than predicted. In trea
ing charge transfer states of halogens in rare gas matri
the diatomics-in-molecules-~DIM ! type surfaces have bee
constructed previously.28 It would be quite informative to test
the results of such an expanded basis set on the predict
of the present model.

Assuming that the potential surfaces are of accepta
validity, and not withstanding the obvious approximatio
made, the discrepancy between experiment and statis
model would be indicative of dynamical biases. Preferen
orientation of the molecular axis toward the exit windo
would lead to larger exit probabilities than the purely stat
tical assumption. The temperature experiments indicate
at 15 K it is safe to assume that F2 is orientationally isotro-
pic. A more significant consideration is that a strictly sudd
limit is not valid in the present case. In contrast with

FIG. 6. Comparison of the theoretically predicted quantum yields,Ftheory,
~the left-hand ordinate! with the experimental quantum yields,Fexpt ~the
right-hand ordinate!. The plateaus ofFtheory and Fexpt are approximately
matched, showing a factor of 2 difference in the ordinates. TheFtheory of
photodissociation for both parallel and perpendicular alignment are a
indicated: ~a! F in Ar; ~b! F in Kr.
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atoms, in the case of F in Ar and in Kr, significant momen
tum transfer occurs during the collision with the cage atom
This, in effect, would lead to opening of windows where
there was none in the thermal distribution of lattice configu
rations, leading to transmission coefficients larger than pr
dicted by the sudden limit. Finally, the assumption of iso
lated binary collisions in calculating multiple trial
probabilities is somewhat suspect. We may expect deviatio
from this to lead to a significantly larger effective mass of th
host, therefore less efficient energy loss of the projectile th
assumed. The latter would lead to an increase in the num
of trials and, therefore, to larger probabilities than compute
The fact that each of these contributions—the potentials, o
entational bias, and dynamical contributions to window cro
sections—will all lead to larger quantum yields than pre
dicted, implies that none of these corrections alone wou
change the general picture, that the orbital is fully aligne
during cage-exit.

It is possible to surmise that the aforementioned concl
sions are not unique to F atoms. In fact, given the similari
of experimental observations in the case of O~1D! cage-exit,
large quantum yields and a strong temperatu
dependence,14,15 we expect the present model modified to
treat the two-hole atom should be valid. The model is, how
ever, clearly inadequate in the case of larger atoms. Alrea
in the case of Cl, although energetic thresholds can be p
dicted, transmission coefficients are too small to rationaliz
observed experimental behavior. In cases where excess e
gies of many eV are required to reach dissociation thres
olds, the window opening by momentum transfer will play
crucial role in dissociation probabilities.

As already mentioned, classical molecular dynamic
simulations using single potential energy surfaces have in t
case of F2 and Cl2 dissociation yielded nearly quantitative
agreement with experiments.22,23,27The reason for this suc-
cess seems now understandable. The initial simulations
sumed a pairwise additive RgF(X) surface, effectively as-
suming aS pair interaction.22 Note, this is not realizable
even if one were to assume fully adiabatic dynamics. At th
transition state, in the three atom plane, this yields threeS
interactions, instead of the proper eigenstate, which for t
minimum yields Eq.~5! ~two S interactions with the nearest
atoms and aP contribution for the furthest atom!. Not sur-
prisingly, the simulations yielded larger probabilities an
lower threshold energies than observed. The subsequent
provement of simulation predictions is somewhat moread
hoc.23 Simulations were separately carried out on th
RgF(A) surface, which isP in character. At the barrier, this
would be exactly that of Eq.~4!, i.e., the high energy eigen-
state of the system. Clearly, dissociation probabilities a
nearly zero for this case in the energy range of interest~0.5–
2.5 eV!. By averaging the results of these independent sim
lations, neither of which individually represents dynamic
over a realizable surface, brings about the quantitative agr
ment between experiment and simulation.23 The quantitative
agreement must be regarded as fortuitous, since the simu
tions are for qualitatively different physics. The methodolo
gies for carrying out multiple surface dynamics without as

so
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sumptions of adiabaticity exist, and would be quite usefu
applied to this model system.19,20

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that the photodissociation of F2 is domi-
nated by F atom exit over potential energy barriers provid
by the cage walls. A process dominated by sudden exit
namics as far as the nuclear motions are concerned. Des
the sudden nature of this cage exit, at excess energie
several eV, the torque exerted by the anisotropic atomic
tentials is sufficient to fully align thep hole on the F atom
during the;10213 s required to reach the cage wall. Sinc
the initial orientations created by the photodissociation p
cess are random, we must also infer efficient nonadiab
switching between the perpendicular and parallel adiaba
potential energy surfaces. This model system could be
ther exploited. Ultrafast pump–probe experiments with p
larization selection can, in principle, provide a direct obs
vation of orbital reorientation, as outlined in recent studies
caging.29 Simulations that treat coupled electronic nucle
motions on an equal par, are required for the analysis of s
data.

The above conclusions are based on the statistical the
of sudden cage exitwhich, although approximate, reproduce
the observed relative quantum yields of dissociation a
seems to account for the main features of the underly
dynamics. The present model is limited to the case of sm
photofragments which show large quantum yields of diss
ciation at low excess energies. Comparison of such model
detailed observations can serve as the basis of establis
dynamical biases, and the development of models that
beyond the sudden limit.
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